Our new program schedule is off to great start! From a full house at our opening reception to a sold-out first lecture, we're expecting lots of interest in our *A Foray into Fungi* exhibition and accompanying programs. Discover (or rediscover) our podcast and stay tuned for more on our upcoming events.

### Lloyd Podcast Focuses on Plight of Polar Bears

Listen to Episode 12 of the Lloyd's podcast *Between the Leaves*, "Polar Bears in a Changing Climate," for a conversation with Dr. Erin Curry, Director of the Polar Bear Signature Project at the Cincinnati Zoo and Botanical Garden. Learn about the natural history of polar bears and the work by Dr. Curry and other scientists to understand and support polar bears in the face of climate change. Catch up on all the podcast episodes [here](#).

### First Program in Fungi Series Sells Out

Lloyd programs are going fast--the first event in our program series is sold out. Don't worry, there are more opportunities coming up to hear speaker, author, and professor Nik Money. A limited number of signed copies of Money's book *Mushrooms: A Natural and Cultural History* are available for sale in the Lloyd gift shop. With events in high demand, we offer exclusive announcements to let our [Members](#) hear first.
Welcome Gina Weitzel

Gina Weitzel joins the Lloyd Library & Museum as the Director of Development. In this role she will bring her 30+ years of experience building, directing, and managing major gift operations to establish a fundraising program at the Lloyd. She comes to us most recently from the University of Southern California, where she led the development efforts for Keck Medicine. She has also led signature programs at UCLA and the University of Cincinnati. While in Cincinnati, she oversaw fundraising for the University of Cincinnati Gardner Neuroscience Institute, the James L. Winkle College of Pharmacy, and the Colleges of Allied Health Sciences and Nursing. In addition to neurosciences and children’s health, some of her other focus areas have included women’s health, cardiovascular medicine, prevention and wellness, cancer, and environmental health. We look forward to the transformative work Gina will do at the Lloyd.

New Journals at Lloyd

The Lloyd Library is home to thousands of periodicals, some hundreds of years old. These resources are used by researchers from around the world. The collection is a live one, meaning we continue to discover and add new magazines that sync with our collection scope. Our two latest additions, Native Plants and Psychedelic Medicine, are both timely and a perfect fit. Next time you’re at the Lloyd, browse our Periodicals Wall for current magazines on topics from fungi to ethnobotany to botanical art.

Support the Lloyd through a Membership or Donation
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Stay Connected

Come visit--the Lloyd will be open this Saturday